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 - build 20171218 (Build 1382) CrazyBump is a Multi-Touch app that lets you play with multiple simultaneous surfaces. It's useful for displaying or simulating crowds, public transportation, or even a crowd of flying birds. You can even place different widgets on different parts of the surfaces. The widget library is designed for ease of use, with optional automatic layout, resizing, and grouping of
elements. For example, the widget library is not only very simple to use but it is also very customizable. You can configure all of the properties of a widget, including its color, the type of animation, and its horizontal and vertical positions on the screen. CrazyBump is based on a new technology called TangoTM, which is included in the latest version of the Android API. If you are building games for
Android, you should consider making use of this new feature. It provides a 3D motion sensing technology and offers much more accurate and natural user input. Other differences include: · Faster performance · Improved multitouch behavior · Improved support for "libraries" · Improved and simplified widget editing · Updated widget library design · Improved documentation · Enhanced integration

with Android SDK · Enhanced documentation on Android developer website · Updated videos: · All-new tutorial video: Tutorial.mp4 · Updated timeline tutorial video: Timeline.mp4 · Improved graphic designs · Improved tutorials · Improved documentation on Android developer website · Improved documentations in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Spanish · Improved documentations in French and
German For example: · You can use the same horizontal padding for multiple widgets. · You can change the spacing between the elements of a widget and have that change propagate to its children. · You can now edit a single widget's properties from inside the Widget Editor. · You can now edit widgets in multiple windows, side-by-side. · You can now stretch widgets in the Editor, either horizontally

or vertically. · You can now use widgets in a "library," or group of widgets. · You can now display the list of widgets on the screen, side-by-side. · You can now control the 82157476af
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